BREAKFAST MENU

Combo.....$9.25
Any breakfast combination.....350–940 cal

$5 Favorite
3 Pancakes or 3 French Toast with a Fountain Drink or Coffee.....160–400 cal

Meal Swipe
Any breakfast combination with a Fountain Drink or Coffee.....590–1180 cal

Drinks
Regular Fountain Drink.....0–240 cal.....$1.99
Coffee.....0–240.....$1.99

PICK 1:
Bacon.....90 cal
Pork Sausage Patty.....360 cal
Turkey Sausage Links.....120 cal
Vegan Sausage Links.....70 cal

PICK 2:
Cheese Grits.....140 cal
Traditional Grits.....120 cal
Tater Tots.....210 cal
Classic Oatmeal.....210 cal
Whole Fruit.....60–110 cal
Scrambled Eggs.....110 cal
Tofu Scramble.....120 cal

USE MEAL SWIPE HERE
LUNCH MENU

Combo.....$11.62
Choice of Burger or Basket + 1 Premium Side + 2 Sides.....555–1780 cal

$5 Favorite
Large Mac & Cheese with a Fountain Drink.....460–700 cal

Meal Swipe
Choice of Burger or Basket + 1 Premium Side + 2 Sides + Fountain Drink.....795–2020 cal

Drinks
Regular Fountain Drink.....0–240 cal.....$1.99

PICK 1: BURGER OR BASKET

**BURGER**
- Brasstown Burger.....690 cal
- Greek Turkey Burger.....375 cal
- Salmon Burger.....425 cal
- Tex Mex Black Bean Burger.....405 cal

**BASKET**
- Halal Fried Chicken Wings.....370 cal
- GTLT Sandwich.....530 cal

PICK 2:
- Fresh Corn on the Cob.....110 cal
- Roasted Vegetables.....100 cal
- Macaroni Salad.....285 cal
- Garlic Red Skin Potato Salad.....315 cal
- Peach Upside Down Cake.....385 cal
- Red Velvet Cake.....385 cal

Drinks
- Regular Fountain Drink.....0–240 cal.....$1.99

USE MEAL SWIPE HERE

- Fruit Cup.....40 cal
- Hummus & Raw Veggies.....320 cal
- Macaroni & Cheese.....230 cal
- Cajun Steak Fries.....290 cal